CITY STEAM STAPLES
Naughty Nurse Amber Ale $6.50 16oz. Medium hop level consisting of all English
varieties (Challenger, Fuggles, & Goldings). The bitterness is offset by the sweet caramel
flavor of the English crystal malt, which also gives the ale its amber color. ABV 5 %
Blonde on Blonde APA $6.50 16oz. Double Gold Medal winning American Pale Ale.
German hops for bitterness, West Coast USA hops for aroma. ABV 5%
Naughty Nurse IPA $6.75 16oz. This beer is quite bitter, yet still very quaffable, with a
West Coast style hop variety including Summit, Galena and Lemon Drop. The abundant
use of dry hops bring out hints of citrus and tropical fruit. ABV 6%

R&D BEER from CITY STEAM
These beers are currently in the production pipeline over at City Steam. Feel free to leave a comment
card and we will see that your feedback makes its way over to our beer brewing brethren.

Berenstain Brown $6.50 City Steam (Hartford, CT) 16oz. Classic English / American Ale
Hybrid, big nose of toasted bread, chocolate, nutty Munich malt, earthy / grassy hops.
ABV 5%
Sweet Lew’s Portly Porter $6.50 City Steam (Hartford, CT). 16oz. Full bodied, semi-sweet
dark beer. Look for notes of dark chocolate, coffee and nutty malt character with a touch of
anise at the back end. ABV 5.5%
Wit Say Ye $6.50 City Steam (Hartford, CT) 16oz. brewed with copious amounts of wheat,
the beer is smooth, hazy with a slight tang typical of wheat malts. Look for notes of orange,
coriander, banana, and clove with a dense head. ABV 5.2% IBU 17

GUEST SPOTS

Two Roads Zero 2 Sixty $7.25 Two Roads Brewing (Stratford, CT) 16oz. unfiltered EPA
crafted with five different malts and complimented by a northwestern hops, with generous
amounts of hops in kettle & fermenter give this a citrusy and floral flavor aroma. 6% ABV.
Thimble Lager $4.00 Thimble Island Brewing (Branford, CT) 16oz. a crisp and light
bodied lager, our take on a traditional American classic. ABV 4.5%
Black Hog Granola Brown $ 7.75 Black Hog (Oxford, CT) 16oz Brown ale brewed with
“granola” mix of oatmeal, grains, hops and malt, smooth with hints of chocolate & raisin.
ABV 5.8%
Metacomet IPA $ 7.75 Hanging Hills Beers (Hartford, CT) 13oz. everything you want from
a IPA; bold, fruity, aromatic and dangerously crushable. Citra, El Dorado and Centennial
overwhelm a hop delivery vehicle of a malt bill. 8.1% ABV 81 IBUS.
Conqueror, Imperial Brown Ale $7.75 Stubborn Beauty Brewing Middletown, CT) 13oz A
complex and tasty brown ale. Big and rich and full of flavor, conqueror has it all. - 9.5%

BOTTLES Beck’s Non-Alcoholic $5.5

- Downeast Cider 12oz Can $5.

